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While APACHE has provided a detailed list of requirements and specifications contractors are encouraged

to offer their own solutions to the requirements if these are cost effective and either maintain or enhance

data quality

Enclosures

Attachment Ia Ib Ic Program Maps
Attachment II General Acquisition Parameters

Attachment III Bid Deliverables List

Attachment IV Contract Price Schedule

General Bid Parameters

1 APACHE reserves the right to reject any and all bids that are not submitted in the form required

2 APACHE reserves the right to accept or reject any and all bids

3 The rate for offshore 3D seismic acquisition shall be inclusive of fuel lubricants and messing costs

as defined below

4 Quotations should be submitted in US $ for the following options

Turnkey fixed price rate per
indicated full fold square kilometer surface coverage with

additional cost for infill data

Term rate stating applicable acquisition day rates and standby rates + term rate bonus if

appropriate Acquisition into or through the turns may be requested in this option and bidders

should provide information on how they would handle this style of acquisition

Proposals offering streamer lengths > 6500 meters ? 5000 meters and number of

streamers fully steerable of 4 or more will be considered

5 Mobilization cost proposals shall include delivery of the seismic crew to the area of operations

deployment of equipment completion of all required instrument tests and the start of acquisition

into a complete receiver spread as specified in the bidders proposal Standby time will not be

applicable until the crcw has been accepted and mobilization is considered complete It is

anticipated that Mobilization will be from outside the immediate area and if so the proposal should

also outline any reduction in MOB costs or MOB sharing that would be appropriate if

a Further work was commissioned by APACHE in the same or adjacent areas

b Further work is received immediately following APACHEs work in the same or adjacent

areas

6 Demobilization cost proposals shall include recovery of all trailing gear if necessary or vessel

departure from the immediate survey area Arrangements shall be made for the transport and

removal of all primary copies of all APACHE data and personnel from the vessel as soon as

possible following completion of the last shot point of the survey or associated infill acquisition

7 Final contract and specification will be subject to mutual agreement following acceptance of an

initial bid and issuance of an LOI in response to this request

AUS201011Cover letter
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p 1P Chamois 2010 3D sun

Outline sketch of Full Fold Extent of the approximate location of the WA261 P Chamois 2010

ticipatecd full fold coverage are

Proposed Chamois Seismic Survey

Total FULL FOLD

tachme nt
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The coordinates of the bounding box for the FULL FOLD
survey are

EASTING NORTHING

395770 7751442

413140 7751536

413183 7744227

395802 7745542

In each case these coordinates are the outside corner coordinate of the bin ie furthest from the center of

the survey

It is understood that this outline of the surface layout will be dependent on the final geometry however it is

anticipated that the total surface area will be approximately 117 km2

Attachment AU520101
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